Wild Bunch 2019
Round count:
53 rifle, 32 shotgun & 112 pistol.
3 mags, plus a Barney Fife (emergency spare with 1 round) will do
you. No stage is larger than 21 pistol rounds. (3 mags).
The “Outlaw” category will be offered for fun (scores not posted).
All pistol strings are 7 shots.
All SASS rules apply.
All stages are on one range.
No food is available on the range. After-match pizza is at Bobouls
in Limoges. Most of you will have passed it on the way in from the
417.
Here's how the day will evolve:
We will shoot 3 stages, take a quick shade ‘n sandwich break
(BYOSandwich, we provide the shade), then shoot 3 more.
Then some quick presentations & you will be on your way.

09:00 - Registration closes & opening remarks/Safety Brief begins.
09:20 - Walk-thru stage 1.
09:30 - First rounds downrange.

There will be random selections for the Chronograph throughout
the day. Power Factor is 150. If you shoot a 200 gr bullet, it needs
to be going 750 fps, at a minimum.
PLEASE ensure your 1911 will pass an inspection. The grip safety
must work. A mag should weigh not more than 3 ounces and your
gun should not exceed 42 ounces, with an empty mag in it. 40
ounces for Traditional.
Also, please make sure your 1911 is correct for your category.
All this and more is in the WB Shooters Handbook at sassnet.com.
Please read it before arriving. There were some major rule changes
made for 2019.
Making sure all is in order only helps you to enjoy the day & helps
us getting it completed in a reasonable time frame.
If you need help with accommodation or have questions, please
reach out via the contact button.
That’s what I’m here for.
“Rounds if you can, guns a must. Your smilin’ face, or it’s all a bust”
See you there, guns blazing!

T.Bird (Tim)
"The Stranger"
OVM Match Director,
EOSC C.A.S. Rep,
SASS Regulator
www.ovmcowboys.ca

